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LOT #

Auction Policies1

Vulture appearance. John Romita cover! CGC graded with white
pages.

Amazing Spider-Man #128 CGC 9.8 Vulture (1974)2

Iconic cover art by Todd McFarlane. NM- condition.
Batman #423/Todd McFarlane Cover2a

First ongoing Black Panther solo title. 1st team appearance of the
Collectors: Abner Little and Princess Zanda. NM condition.

Black Panther #1 (1977) Jack Kirby!3

Drug addiction plot issues featuring the Green Goblin. #97 is in FN
condition, #98 is VG/VG+ with moisture damage.

Amazing Spider-Man #97 + #98/Green Goblin Drug Iss4

1st appearance of Red Sonja. VG condition.
Conan the Barbarian #23/1st Red Sonja5

The sound and lights work on the fighter. The figures come with
everything pictured. Light playwear as pictured.

Star Wars Vintage X-Wing + Luke + Yoda Figures/Veh6

A complete set of eight 11"x14" lobby cards, which includes #1-8.
Overall, these lobby cards present themselves in great shape
however, each card has general wear such as edge wear and has a
roughly inch long hole present on the lower right portion. See
pictures for further condition details.

War Gods of the Deep 1965 Cult B-Movie Lobby Cards6a

H.I.S.S. tank comes with box and driver. Appears to be complete.
S.N.A.K.E. battlesuit is complete with instructions. Nice shape. The
box is complete with moderate shelf wear.

GI Joe Cobra H.I.S.S. w/Box + Figure+ S.N.A.K.E.7

Origin of the black symbiote costume that later bonds with Eddie
Brock to become Venom. GD+/VG- condition with heavier moisture
damage.

Marvel Super-Heroes Secret Wars #8/Key Black Costu8

6 rare oversized stickers from Marvel. Features art from Frank
Miller, Erik Larsen, and Jim Lee  The largest sticker measures a
whopping 8 1/2:" x 11".

Marvel Comics 1990 Comic Images Giant Sticker Lot9

LOT #

#1 is the retconned 1st appearance of Misty Knight. #4 is a
team-up with the X-Men and #5 is the 1st appearance of
Monstroid. VG-/VG condition.

Marvel Team-Up #1/4/5 (1972) 1st Misty Knight10

25 copies with 5 sets of each of the cards that were inserted. All of
the polybags are still sealed. Negative Captain America UPC box
variants. NM condition.

X-Force #1 (x25) with Cards/Marvel11

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot12

Eight folded one sheet film posters covering the drama and crime
genre from various years. Contains two copies of "MacArthur" from
1977. Specific conditions may vary from poster to poster, but
overall each poster exhibits signs of moderate general wear, such
as: edge wear, tack holes, fold wear and or fold separation, and
portions of writing present on the back of the posters. See pictures
for further condition details.

Vintage Drama & Crime Film One Sheet Poster Lot of12a

Lot includes (3) Madame Alexander dolls w/stands, a souvenir
spoon as well as (2) tie bars and some cufflinks. The dolls stand
between 7 and 9 inches tall.

I Love Lucy Collectibles/Doll Lot13

#456 and #457 are the first and second appearance of the Hulk as
War, a Horseman of Apocalypse. NM-/NM condition.

Hulk #450-459 + Minus 1/1st Hulk as War14

2 copies of the issue that features the death of the Barry Allen
Flash. VF+/NM- condition.

Crisis on Infinite Earths #8 (x2) Death of Flash15

Sixteen Fast & Furious related Hot Wheels cars. All items are
brand new, never opened, and still on the original card.

Hot Wheels Fast & Furious Car Lot of (23)16

2004 from X-Concepts. Figures have magnetic feet with 18 points
of articulation. New in sealed packages.

Citizen Urban Icon Action Figure Lot17
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Vintage calendar. Complete. Many of the dates have been marked.
1980 Marvel Doctor Strange Calendar18

Seven folded promotional and one sheet film posters covering the
rom-com genre from various years. Specific conditions may vary
from poster to poster, but overall each poster exhibits signs of
moderate general wear, such as: edge wear, tack holes, fold wear
and or fold separation, and portions of writing present on the back
of the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage Rom-Com Related Promo & One Sheet Poster L18a

6 issues from the 1989 series. #1 is the 1st appearance of Chloe
Tran, an agent of the Knights Templar and #25 is the first team-up
of Moon Knight and Ghost Rider. NM condition.

Marc Spector: Moon Knight #1/9/19/20/21/2519

(3) sets of 7 postcards. All come with 3-D glasses. New in bags
from Ray Zone.

3-D Zone Postcard Set (x3) with 3-D Glasses 1980s20

Lot includes #3 (Steve Parke virgin variant), #3 (Jeff Parker variant)
and #5 (Chiodo cover art). NM-/NM condition.

Vampirella Magazine Lot w/Variants21

Lot of figures, uniforms and accessories. You get all pictured.
Varied states of wear as pictured.

Vintage Action Figure + Accessories Lot22

11 comics. Includes parts 1,3,4 and 6 of Kraven's Last Hunt and
the first appearance of the Foreigner in Spectacular #116. Lot
includes Web of Spider-Man #31 (x2), #32, and Spectacular
Spider-Man #106,108,109,115,118, 131 and 132. VF- to NM range.

Spider-Man Comic Lot/Kraven/Foreigner/Sabretooth23

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot24

Twelve 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and
distribution companies. Includes lobby cards for "The Young Don't
Cry" 1957, "Postmark for Danger" 1956, and more! Overall, items
are in nice shape but do exhibit a range of wear such as edge
wear, tack holes, creases, and tears. See pictures for further
condition details.

Vintage 1950s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (12)24a

#1 has early cover art by Adam Hughes. NM condition.
The Wild Wild West #1-4 Set (Adam Hughes)25

Includes Star Wars Vader Down #1 (Action Figure variant), Darth
Vader #12 and #14 from the 2015 (#14 is a B variant), Doctor
Aphra #1 (2nd series) #1 (x2) and #2. NM condition.

Star Wars Marvel Comics Lot w/Variants26

New in sealed packages. 9 figures in 8 packages. You get all
pictured. Some of the cards have some shelf wear as pictured.

Star Wars Action Figure Lot27

LOT #

13 Hot Wheels cars, a Johnny Lightning Commemorative car and 2
Baby Ruth racing cars. All are new in sealed packages.

Hot Wheels Die-Cast Car and More Lot28

70 comics from 10 different titles that feature color reprints of
1950s era horror stories by EC. VG to FN range.

1970s EC Horror Comic Book Lot of (70)29

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot30

Four folded one sheet film posters covering the western genre from
various years. Specific conditions may vary from poster to poster,
but overall each poster exhibits signs of moderate to heavy general
wear, such as: edge wear, tack holes, fold wear and or fold
separation, and portions of writing present on the back of the
posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage Western Related One Sheet Poster Lot of (430a

12 comics. 3 different 4 part complete limited series. Mephisto vs.,
Cloak and Dagger and The Gargoyle. NM condition.

Marvel 1980s Mini-Series Sets Lot31

Sixteen issues of Rolling Stone Magazine from the years 1974 to
1975, featuring covers of OJ Simpson and Muhammad Ali. Overall,
magazines appear in good condition with varying degrees of wear.
Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Vintage Rolling Stone Magazine Lot (16)32

April 13 1962 Life Magazine with Mickey Mantle & Roger Maris
Post insert card. The insert card is complete and comes with the
original magazine. Condition as pictured.

Life Magazine (1962) w/Mantle/Maris Insert Cards33

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot34

#98 and 99 are the 1st cameo and full appearance of Lord Seth.
FN+ to VF condition.

Tales to Astonish #97-99/1st Lord Seth.35

5 poster books. Thor, Fantastic Four/Silver Surfer and (3)
Vampires. VF+ to NM overall.

Marvel Comics Poster Book Lot Thor/FF/Vampires36

Seven folded one sheet film posters covering the comedy genre
from various years. Specific conditions may vary from poster to
poster, but overall each poster exhibits signs of moderate to heavy
general wear, such as: edge wear, tack holes, fold wear and or fold
separation, and portions of writing present on the back of the
posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage Comedy Related One Sheet Poster Lot of (7)36a
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#576 and #577 are 2 parts of the Year 2 story arc with McFarlane
covers. #585 is the 1st appearance of Ratcatcher, Otis Flannegan.
NM condition.

Detective Comics #576/577/585/1st Ratcatcher37

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot38

1st appearance of all six Infinity Gems: Soul, Time, Space, Mind,
Reality, Power. Death of Warlock, Pip the Troll and Gamora. First
battle of Thanos and Warlock. One copy is GD+, another VG+, and
the third FN.

Avengers Annual #7 (x3) Key Thanos/Warlock39

Lot includes Captain America, Spider-Man and Hulk figures with
the Americar. The hulk figure has loose pins on one arm and one
le, otherwise the joints on the figures are good. Costume and car
wear as pictured.

Vintage Mego Action Figure/Vehicle Lot40

Two Disney/Pixar Cars 2 items, which includes RS Team Lightning
McQueen and "Wasabi" die-cast set with Mater and Sushi Chefs.
Both items are brand new, never opened, and still in the original
packaging. The talking elements within the die-cast set has been
tested and works. Overall, the packaging on both items appear to
be in great condition with minor storage wear.

Disney/Pixar Cars McQueen & Mater Lot of (2)41

Origin of Nightcrawler and the first meeting of the new X-Men and
Dr. Strange. VF+/NM- condition with slight edge roll and minor
back cover damage.

X-Men Annual #4/Nightcrawler Origin42

A vintage lobby card for "His Harlem Wife" (originally released as
"Life Goes On" in 1938, the film was retitled for the 1944
re-release) featuring Louise Beavers. Item is attached to a mount.
Overall, this item shows well and is in nice shape but does exhibit
signs of display wear such as edge wear, minor tears, and tack
holes. See pictures for further condition details.

His Harlem Wife (Life Goes On) 1944 Louise Beavers42a

10 comics with lenticular (flicker) covers. You get all pictured. NM
condition.

Marvel Legacy 3-D/Lenticular Cover Variant Lot43

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot44

Short Box of comics from the venerable House of Ideas in a
Monsters Unleashed themed box! Graphic box is used. Wear,
including missing flaps or tape repairs as well as cosmetic
scratches, may be present. Precise quantity not counted and can
vary based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See

Marvel Comics Short Box45

LOT #
photos for more information. Comics are mostly modern and in the
VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens from the Silver
and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May
include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

Lot includes April 23, 1925 and February 1935 issues. Overall
appears G/VG condition.

Life Magazine 1925 + 1935 Lot of (2)46

Lot includes #197,199,201,203-205,207,208,218 and 223. #199 is
the 1st appearance of Ego-Prime. #201 is the 1st appearance of
Blackworld and the origin of Ego-Prime. #203 is the 1st team
appearance of the Young Gods. #208 is the 1st appearance of
Mercurio the 4-D Man. VG-/VG condition.

Thor Bronze Age Group of (10) #197-223/Ego-Prime47

Seven issues of vintage entertainment magazines from the 1920's
to the 1940's, featuring titles such as Film Fun and Shadowplay.
Overall, magazines appear in good condition with varying degrees
of wear. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Vintage Entertainment Magazine Lot (7)48

Seven prop menus from the Oil Barons Club as seen on the TV
Show Dallas. Menus are in nice condition with creasing, surface
scuffs, and light dents. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Oil Baron's Club | Dallas TV Show Prop Menu (7)48a

This comes in the original container and still works! Batteries not
included. Includes 5 reel/records. One of the reels has a cracked
record.

Talking View-Master Spider-Man Gift Pack49

Lot contains
154,159,168,191,197,198,200204-207,216,219,247,250-252,256,2
58-269, and 325-329. #219 is the 1st appearance of Ghost.
NM-/NM condition.

Iron Man Group of (34) #154-329/1st Ghost50

Flying Nun, Maverick, Zorro, Zulu, Beverly Hillbillies, Get Smart
and the Lone Ranger. VG-/VG condition.

Dell TV/Movie Comic Book Photo Covers Lot51

Short Box of comics starring characters like Thor, Thunderbolts,
Namor, and more! Comics are mostly modern and overall appear in
the VF to NM range.

Marvel Comics Short Box52

Made by in Japan Taiyo. This works great and comes with the
original box. Excellent condition.

Vintage Rusher Z28 Camaro Battery Powered Car53

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot54
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Seven folded one sheet film posters covering the rom-com genre
from various years. Specific conditions may vary from poster to
poster, but overall each poster exhibits signs of moderate general
wear, such as: edge wear, tack holes, fold wear and or fold
separation, and portions of writing present on the back of the
posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage Rom-Com Related One Sheet Poster Lot of (754a

Jabba's Palace Court Denizens figure set from Return Of The Jedi.
New in sealed package.

Star Wars Return Of The Jedi Court Denizens Figure55

(2) sets. Battle of Geonosis and Jedi Vs. Sith. New in sealed
packages. A few of the figures are loose inside of the packaging as
pictured.

Star Wars Galactic Heroes Multi-Packs Lot56

An assortment of photography pertaining to various subjects.
Conditions and sizes vary. See pictures for further condition details.

Assorted Vintage Photography Lot57

Highlights include Hulk #182 (2nd appearance of Wolverine), Thor
#127 (1st appearance of Pluto, Hippolyta, the Midgard Serpent),
Tales to Astonish #57 (crossover issue featuring Spider-Man,
Giant-Man and the Wasp) and more. All comics are coverless, but
we have included a few different front covers.

Marvel Silver/Bronze Age Lot of (25) w/Keys58

Lot includes (November 23, 1936. First issue after the magazine
was purchased and reimagined by Henry Luce. Format changed to
an all photographic news magazine in a much larger size.) as well
as the rest of the weekly issues. for through the end of 1936. Lot
also includes a salesman sample of the first issue from Nov. 23,
1936 (this issue is smaller and digest size). Overall they appear in
Good/VG condition with varied wear as pictured.

Life Magazine (1936) Lot of 7/1st Issue + More59

Lot of (23) vintage transfers. NOS from a now-defunct screen
printing shop. A variety of illustrations and texts. You get all
pictured.

Vintage Iron-On Transfers Lot60

Seven folded one sheet film posters covering the comedy genre
from various years. Specific conditions may vary from poster to
poster, but overall each poster exhibits signs of moderate to heavy
general wear, such as: edge wear, tack holes, fold wear and or fold
separation, and portions of writing present on the back of the
posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage Comedy Related One Sheet Poster Lot of (7)60a

Includes #1-31,33,34,36-40, and 42-46. #1 is the 1st appearance,
cover and origin of Darkhawk. #46 is considered a scarce issue
that was later in the run. #51 is a standalone issue picks up where
numbering where the 1991 - 1995 series ended with #50. Overall

Darkhawk Group of (44) #1-46 + #5161

LOT #
VF to NM, most are NM.

Includes an Exclusive Wedge Antilles figure. From the 1997 Power
of the Force line. New in packaging.

Star Wars Millennium Falcon Figure Carry Case62

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot63

Short Box of comics from publishers like DC, Marvel, Image, and
more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

Comics Short Box of Joy64

Twenty-four Movieline magazines from the 1980's to the 1990's,
featuring covers of Clint Eastwood, Robert DeNiro and more.
Overall, magazines appear in good to great condition with varying
degrees of wear. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Movieline Magazine Lot (24)65

Modern era figure and vehicle. The Millennium Falcon has sound.
This also comes with the Tri-Droid Fighter. Overall appears to be in
nice shape. You get all pictured. The Falcon appears to be missing
the cannon on top.

Star Wars Action Figure/Vehicles Lot66

Eight folded one sheet film posters covering the rom-com genre
from various years. Specific conditions may vary from poster to
poster, but overall each poster exhibits signs of moderate general
wear, such as: edge wear, tack holes, fold wear and or fold
separation, and portions of writing present on the back of the
posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage Rom-Com Related One Sheet Poster Lot of (866a

10 copies of Promethean Enterprises #5. This high quality zine was
produced by Bud Plant, Jim Vadeboncoeur Jr., and Al Davoren.
Lengthy Robert Crumb interview. Comix by George Metzger, Keith
Kleespies, Clifford Neal, Victor Moscoso, Bob Inwood, Trina, and
Vince Davies (Myron Moose). One page Frank Brunner. KSAN Bus
Strip fold out cardstock centerfold by Victor Moscoso. Back cover
by Alex Nino. Front cover fold-out cover by Robert Williams. 8.5 x
11 in.; black and white; 84 pages. VG-/VG condition.

Underground Comix (1974) Fanzine Lot of (10)67

#1 is the 1st appearance of Marvel Boy, Star Splendor, Captain
Glory and Doctor Midas. NM condition.

Marvel Boy #1-6/Set Marvel Knights68

A variety of adult interest humor books. Features "Rat Fink's
Hollywood", "Made for Keeps", "Over Sexteen" and more.
Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition details.

Adult Interest & Humor Book Lot69
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Target exclusive Star Wars The Clone Wars Battle Packs: Yoda &
Coruscant figure set. New in Sealed package.

Star Wars The Clone Wars Battle Packs Yoda & Corus70

3 DVD Commemorative sets. You get all pictured. These sets did
not come with DVDs and say as such on the packages. New in
sealed packages.

Star Wars Saga Action Figure Multi-Packs Lot71

17 issues from 1937-1938. Lot includes covers with FDR, Jean
Harlow, Harpo Marx, Greta Garbo . Overall they appear in
Good/VG condition with varied wear as pictured.

Life Magazine (1937-1939) Lot of 1772

Eight folded one sheet film posters for the 1961 re-release of
"Untamed West" (otherwise known as "The Far Horizons"). Specific
conditions may vary from poster to poster, but overall each poster
exhibits signs of moderate general wear, such as: edge wear, tack
holes, fold wear and or fold separation, and portions of writing
present on the back of the posters. See pictures for further
condition details.

Untamed West (The Far Horizons) 1961 One Sheet Pos72a

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot73

16 comics. Lot includes 8 copies of G.I. Joe #140 and 8 copies of
#141. Sealed.

G.I. Joe Marvel Collectors Pack Lot74

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot75

Eighteen men's interest magazines including titles such as
Escapade, Gent, The Dude and more. Overall, magazines appear
in good condition with varying degrees of wear. Please see photos
for further details and conditions.

Men's Interest Magazine Lot (18)76

Short Box of comics from publishers like Image, Dark Horse,
Crossgen, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary
based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for
more information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box77

Escape From Mos Eisley and Slave I and Boba Fett sets. New in
sealed packages.

Star Wars Episode IV + V Galactic Heroes Figure Se78

Three folded one sheet film posters from the 1970s. Overall, each
poster exhibits signs of moderate general wear, such as: edge
wear, tears, tack holes, fold wear and or fold separation, and
portions of writing present on the back of the posters. See pictures

"1900" 1977/Three Day of Condor 1975/The Drowning78a

LOT #
for further condition details.

Lot includes Lone Ranger, Tonto, Butch Cavendish and Silver
figures with accessories as pictured. The figures are in overall good
shape. Please note that the Lone Ranger is missing a foot and
Tonto is missing his hand. Gabriel, 1973.

Lone Ranger (1973) Figures + More Lot79

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot80

15 issues in the 1971 to 1976 range. You get all pictured. VG- to
FN+ range.

National Lampoon 1971-1976 Lot of (15)81

#92 is the 1st full appearance of Impulse, sidekick to Wally West.
Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

Flash #50-99/Key/1st Impulse82

An assortment of illustrations and lithograph prints pertaining to
various subjects. Conditions and sizes vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Variety Illustration & Print Lot83

Walmart exclusive! Vehicle and figures set. New in sealed
package.

Star Wars Galactic Heroes Millennium Falcon Set84

An assortment of vintage advertising pieces and lobby cards for
various films. Conditions and sizes vary. You get all pictured. See
pictures for further condition details.

Vintage Film Advertising & Lobby Card Variety Lot84a

19 issues prior to WWII. Includes covers with Lana Turner and
Clark Gable, Queen Elizabeth, Tom Harmon and many more.
Overall they appear in Good/VG condition with varied wear as
pictured.

Life Magazine (1940-1941) Lot of 1985

Two 3.75" figures in one package. Comes with a Dark Horse
comic. New in sealed package.

Star Wars Empire #8 Comic Pack & Figure Set86

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot87

11 issues. Includes Marvel Super Action #1, Savage Sword of
Conan #1 (the debut of Red Sonja's chain mail bikini), The Deadly
Hands of Kung Fu #9-15 with 2 copies of #15 and Marvel Movie
Premiere #1 (The Land That Time Forgot). The mastheads have
been cut from all of the magazines except for the Marvel Premiere
(FN+). Deadly Hands of Kung Fu #14 features a classic cover art
by Neal Adams (Bruce Lee).

1970s Marvel Comics Magazine Lot88
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Short Box of comics from publishers like CrossGen, Dark Horse,
Antarctic Press, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can
vary based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See
photos for more information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with
some grading lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box89

Fifteen issues of Rolling Stone Magazine from 1978, featuring
covers of Mick Jagger and Bob Dylan. Overall, magazines appear
in good condition with varying degrees of wear. Please see photos
for further details and conditions.

Vintage 1978 Rolling Stone Magazine Lot (15)90

An assortment of vintage menus from various travel lines such as
Princess Cruises, American President Lines, Cunard Line and
more. Overall all menus appear to have wear such as foxing, edge
abrasion, and creasing but do vary in degree. Please see photos
for further details and conditions.

Vintage Cruise Line and Travel Menus90a

Star Tours Disney Parks figure set. Includes four figures.. New in
sealed package.

Star Wars Ambush At Star Tours Disney Parks Figure91

New in sealed package. From Revenge of the Sith. Box has minor
shelf wear as pictured.

Star Wars Grievous' Wheel Bike NIP92

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot93

Short Box of comics starring Green Lantern, Aquaman, Captain
Comet, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based
comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are mostly modern and in the VF to NM range,
but there may be some specimens from the Silver and Bronze
Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May include
some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box94

20 comics. You get all pictured. Adventure Comics, Action Comics,
World's Finest and more! Includes some key issues! Filler to VG
range.

Superman + Related Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot95

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot96

Fifteen 11"x14" lobby cards from various films, genres, and
distribution companies. Includes lobby cards for "Captain
Milkshake" 1972, Disney's "The World's Greatest Athlete" 1972,
and more! Overall, items are in nice shape but do exhibit a range of
wear such as edge wear, tack holes, creases, and tears. See

Vintage 1970s Film Lobby Cards Lot of (15)96a

LOT #
pictures for further condition details.

Star Wars R2-KT figure that sold exclusively at San Diego Comic
Con. New in sealed package.

Star Wars San Diego Comic Con Exclusive R2-KT Figu97

18 issues from the WWII era. Includes covers for Ginger Rogers,
the Sphinx, Lauren Bacall, General MacArthur and more. Overall
they appear in Good/VG condition with varied wear as pictured.

Life Magazine (1942-1946) Lot of 1898

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot99

Short Box of comics starring various DC Comics characters in a
Joker-themed box! Graphic box is used. Wear, including missing
flaps or tape repairs as well as cosmetic scratches, may be
present. Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are mostly modern and in the VF to NM range,
but there may be some specimens from the Silver and Bronze
Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May include
some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box100

Seventeen issues of vintage entertainment magazines from the
1960's to the 1970's, featuring titles such as TV Radio Mirror and
TV Picture Life. Overall, magazines appear in good condition with
varying degrees of wear. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Vintage Entertainment Magazine Lot (17)101

20 comics. Various titles. You get all pictured. VG- to VF range.
Marvel Comics/Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot102

Seven folded one sheet film posters covering the comedy genre
from various years. Specific conditions may vary from poster to
poster, but overall each poster exhibits signs of moderate to heavy
general wear, such as: edge wear, tack holes, fold wear and or fold
separation, and portions of writing present on the back of the
posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage Comedy Related One Sheet Poster Lot of (7)102a

New in sealed packages. Made by Kenner. This will require new
batteries to make the Jawa's eyes light up again as these were
made in 1997.

Star Wars Action Collection R2-D2/Yoda/Jawa Figure103

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot104

8 vintage Coca-Cola cups and a souvenir album. Overall great
shape with little wear as pictured.

Star Wars Vintage Cups + Souvenir Album105
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LOT #

Short Box of comics starring characters like Superman, Batman,
The Titans, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary
based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for
more information. Comics are mostly modern and in the VF to NM
range, but there may be some specimens from the Silver and
Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May
include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box106

An assortment of illustrations and lithograph prints pertaining to
various subjects. Conditions and sizes vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Variety Illustration & Print Lot107

Over 100 copies! Disney 1951 Mickey Mouse and the Medicine
Man Wheaties Premium/Give-Away flip comic book.

Disney 1951 Mickey Mouse Wheaties Flip Book Comic108

A folded one sheet film poster for "Prehistoric Woman" 1950.
Poster is in nice shape but does exhibit heavy wear such as tack
holes, fold wear and fold separation, and portions of writing present
on the back of the posters. See pictures for further condition
details.

Prehistoric Woman 1950 One Sheet Poster108a

Star Wars Power Of The Force Rancor and Luke Skywalker figure
set. New in sealed package.

Star Wars POTF Rancor and Luke Skywalker109

19 Silver Age issues. Sgt. Fury and His Howling Commandos.
VG-/VG condition with brittle pages and foxing.

Sgt. Fury #31-33/35-48/58-59/Silver Age Marvel110

19 issues in the 1947-1949 range. Includes covers with Gregory
Peck, Dwight Eisenhower, J. Robert Oppenheimer and more.
Overall they appear in Good/VG condition with varied wear as
pictured.

Life Magazine (1947-1949) Lot of 13111

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot112

Short Box of comics from publishers like DC, Marvel, Image, and
more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

Comics Short Box of Joy113

Fourteen antique issues of Scribner Monthly Magazine from the
late 1800's to the early 1900's. Overall, magazines appear in nice
to good condition with varying degrees of wear. Please see photos
for further details and conditions.

Scribner Monthly Antique Magazine Lot (14)114

LOT #

Eight folded one sheet film posters covering the rom-com genre
from various years. Specific conditions may vary from poster to
poster, but overall each poster exhibits signs of moderate general
wear, such as: edge wear, tack holes, fold wear and or fold
separation, and portions of writing present on the back of the
posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage Rom-Com Related One Sheet Poster Lot of (8114a

2 figure packs with Obi-Wan Kenobi, Bail Organa, Carnor Jax and
Kir Kanos. New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Comic Packs Action Figure Lot115

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot116

3 copies. 1st partial team appearance and origin of The Eternals
and The Deviants. 1st appearance of Ikaris. One copy is VF+, other
two copies are FN/FN+.

The Eternals #1 (x3) Marvel (1976) Key!117

Lot includes (2) 14" dolls with stands and original hangtags from
Hamilton, ornaments, a 3-D comic book  and more. You get all
pictured. Overall nice shape with some varied shelf wear as
pictured.

I Love Lucy Collectibles/Doll Lot118

A Conan The Barbarian short box loaded with Marvel & DC preview
mags as well as other promo materials (posters, "Sagas", et al).
Graphic box is used. Wear, including missing flaps or tape repairs
as well as cosmetic scratches, may be present. VF to NM overall.

Marvel/DC Previews & Promos Short Box119

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot120

Seven folded one sheet film posters covering the drama and crime
genre from various years. Specific conditions may vary from poster
to poster, but overall each poster exhibits signs of moderate
general wear, such as: edge wear, tack holes, fold wear and or fold
separation, and portions of writing present on the back of the
posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage Drama & Crime Film One Sheet Poster Lot of120a

Walmart exclusive Star Wars Battle Packs Starship Droids set.
New in sealed package.

Star Wars Battle Packs Exclusive Royal Starship Dr121

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot122

Short Box of comics from publishers like Valiant, First, Image, and
more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more

Small Press Comics Short Box123

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

12 issues from 1951 to 1953. Included are covers with Esther
Williams, the Dalai Lama, Marlon Brando,  Marilyn Monroe, Jane
Russell, Roy Campanella,  and a Spanish language version from
March of 1930 with Hemingway on the cover. Overall they appear
in Good/VG condition with varied wear as pictured.

Life Magazine (1951-1953) Lot of 12124

10 issues. Batman and Detective Comics. You get all pictured.
Filler to VG-/VG condition.

Batman Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot125

Twenty issues of vintage entertainment magazines from the 1920's
to the 1940's, featuring titles such as Photoplay and Modern
Screen. Overall, magazines appear in nice to good condition with
varying degrees of wear. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Vintage Entertainment Magazine Lot (20)126

Three folded one sheet film posters from the 1950s and 60s.
Overall, each poster exhibits signs of moderate to heavy general
wear, such as: edge wear, tears, tack holes, fold wear and or fold
separation, and portions of writing present on the back of the
posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Revolt of Mamie Stover 1956/From the Terrace 1960/126a

Star Wars The Clone Wars Clone Commander Fox figure from
2012 by Hasbro. New in sealed package.

Star Wars The Clone Wars 2012 Clone Commander Fox127

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot128

Short Box of comics from publishers like Defiant, Dark Horse,
Aircel, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based
comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics range from Bronze to Modern Ages and from
GD- on up to NM. Includes overstock and duplicates. You get all
pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box129

An assortment of illustrations and lithograph prints pertaining to
various subjects. Conditions and sizes vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Variety Illustration & Print Lot130

Vintage figure and vehicle lot. Overall nice shape with some light to
moderate wear as pictured.

Star Wars Luke + Obi-Wan + Landspeeder131

#1 is the 1st appearance of Captain Marvel, Captain Marvel Jr.,
Mary Marvel, and Doctor Sivana since the Golden Age. #8 is a
reprint of The Marvel Family #1 (1945), the first appearance of

Shazam #1 + #5/#7-11 (1973)  1st Black Adam!132

LOT #
Black Adam. VG to FN+ range.

An assortment of vintage produce labels that would be displayed
on shipping crates. Includes Unicorn Brand produce, Silver Moon,
Bronco, Lochinvar and more. Overall all labels appear to have wear
such as edge abrasion, small tears and creasing but do vary in
degree. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Vintage Produce Crate Labels132a

Figures include Utapau Shadow Trooper and Shadow
Stormtrooper. New in sealed figures with commemorative black
coins.

Star Wars Saga Legends 30th Anniversary Figures w/133

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot134

Short Box of comics from the throughout the  thirtyish years
Valiant/Acclaim Comics has been around, all in a modern Valiant
Comics-themed box! Precise quantity not counted and can vary
based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for
more information. Graphic box is used. Wear, including missing
flaps or tape repairs as well as cosmetic scratches, may be
present. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading lower.
You get all pictured.

Valiant  Comics Short Box135

Twenty issues of vintage entertainment magazines from the 1960's
to the 1970's, featuring titles such as Photoplay and Screen
Parade. Overall, magazines appear in good to great condition with
varying degrees of wear. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Vintage Entertainment Magazine Lot (20)136

15 issues from 1953 to 1959. Covers included are Churchill,
Wernher Von Braun, Willie Mays, Marilyn Monroe and more.
Overall they appear in Good/VG condition with varied wear as
pictured.

Life Magazine (1953-1959) Lot of (15)137

Includes 'Assault on Hoth' and 'Battle Above the Sarlacc' figure
sets. New in sealed packages.

Star Wars Battle Packs Assault on Hoth/Battle Abov138

Multiple 11"x17" promotional posters for 1993's "Judgment Night".
Each poster is in overall nice shape but shows display wear, such
as creases and edge wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

Judgment Night 1993 Promo Poster Lot138a

66 Copper to Modern Age comics and a magazine. You get all
pictured. VG to VF range.

Doc Savage Comic Book Lot139

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot140

Rod Runner, half curver and Daredevil Loop. This lot comes with
all pictured. Overall nice shape with some varied wear as pictured.

Hot Wheels Vintage Accessory Packs Lot141

Short Box of comics from the modern era, covering a variety of
publishers. The only uniting factor is that there are about three or
more copies per issue. It's all duplicates, baby! Precise quantity not
counted and can vary based comic thickness, being
bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more information.  You get all
pictured.

B2P Overstock Comics Box142

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot143

19 issues from 1960-1963. Covers include: Marilyn Monroe, Nancy
Kwan, Audrey Hepburn, Don Drysdale, Fidel Castro, Marlon
Brando,  JFK's funeral and more. Overall they appear in Good/VG
condition with varied wear as pictured.

Life Magazine (1960-1963) Lot of (22)144

A complete set of eight 11"x14" lobby cards, which includes #1-8.
Items are in overall great shape with crisp edges, but some items
display general wear such as edge wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

How To Stuff A Wild Bikini 1965 Lobby Cards Comple144a

6 figures from the 1990s. New in packages. Packages have varied
shelf wear as pictured.

X-Men Action Figure Lot145

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot146

Lot includes 9 comics with 4 signed and numbered lithographs. 4
copies of #22 (2 different covers) with lithograph numbers
68,366,397 and 488 of 500. Also included are 2 copies of #28
)covers A and B), #47 and Ladies of London Night (Spotlight Devon
Michaels #1, 2 copies). NM- condition.

Jim Balent's Tarot Lot w/Signed Lithographs + More147

Short Box of comics from publishers like First, Valiant, Kitchen Sink
Press, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based
comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box148

LOT #

Seven issues of vintage entertainment magazines from the 1930's
to the 1940's, featuring titles such as Physical Culture and Screen
Humor. Overall, magazines appear in nice to good condition with
varying degrees of wear. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Vintage Entertainment Magazine Lot (7)149

Modern era figure and vehicle. The Millennium Falcon has sound.
This also comes with the Obi-Wan's Jedi Starfighter with box.
Overall appears to be in nice shape. You get all pictured. The
Falcon appears to be missing the cannon on top.

Star Wars Action Figure/Vehicles Lot150

A variety of items pertaining to film, such as lobby cards, press kit
items, and more. Conditions Vary. See pictures for further condition
details.

Vintage Film Advertising/Lobby Cards/Press Kit Ite150a

5 figures from the 1990s. New in packages. Packages have light to
moderate shelf wear as pictured.

X-Men Action Figure Lot151

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot152

Short Box of comics starring Batman, The Atom, Superman, and
more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics range from Bronze to Modern Ages and from
GD- on up to NM. Includes overstock and duplicates. You get all
pictured.

DC Comics Short Box153

7 comics. This lot features a rare 2nd print newsstand copy of
Superman #50 (also includes a standard issue for comparison),
Action Comics #1 (45th Anniversary reprint), Superman #75
(sealed black bag edition/Death of Superman), Superman #1
(1987, regular and newsstand editions), and Man of Steel #19
(Doomsday is fully revealed). NM-/NM condition.

Superman Modern Comic Lot with HTF Key154

An assortment of illustrations and lithograph prints pertaining to
various subjects. Conditions and sizes vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Variety Illustration & Print Lot155

5 figures from the 1990s. New in packages. Packages have light to
moderate shelf wear as pictured.

X-Men Robot Fighters Action Figure Lot156

Four folded one sheet, half sheet, and insert film posters covering
the western genre from various years. Specific conditions may vary
from poster to poster, but overall each poster exhibits signs of
moderate to heavy general wear, such as: edge wear, tack holes,

Vintage Western Related One/Half Sheet & Insert Po156a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
fold wear and or fold separation, and portions of writing present on
the back of the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

17 issues from 1964 to 1965. Covers include: Lee Harvey Oswald,
Marilyn Monroe, Barbra Streisand, Mickey Mantle, Robert
Kennedy, and more.  Overall they appear in Good/VG condition
with varied wear as pictured.

Life Magazine (1964-1965) Lot of (17)157

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot158

Short Box of comics from publishers like Valiant, CrossGen, Image,
and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

Small Press Comics Short Box159

Eight folded one sheet film posters for "Untamed West" (otherwise
known as "The Far Horizons"). Specific conditions may vary from
poster to poster, but overall each poster exhibits signs of moderate
general wear, such as: edge wear, tack holes, fold wear and or fold
separation, and portions of writing present on the back of the
posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Musician Magazine Lot (22)160

#1 and 2 are second print variants. NM condition.
Nemesis #1-3/Mark Millar161

Gomez, Pugsley, Uncle Fester and Lurch. #810,812,813 and 815.
New in sealed packages. Condition as pictured.

The Addams Family Funko Pop Figure Lot of (4)162

Sixteen lobby cards, which includes the complete #1-8 set for both
films. Overall, items are in great shape and appear to have been
rarely displayed but do have general wear such as edge wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

Horror House 1970 & Angel, Angel, Down We Go 1969162a

3 vintage Mego figures. Overall good shape with varied playwear
as pictured.

Batman/Robin/Shazam Vintage Mego Figures Lot163

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot164

Short Box of comics from publishers like Marvel, DC, Dark Horse,
and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics range from Bronze to Modern Ages and from
GD- on up to NM. Includes overstock and duplicates. You get all
pictured.

Short Box Grab Bag165

LOT #

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot166

5 Graphic Novels. Includes #9 (The Futurians), #12 (Dazzler),
Silver Surfer: Homecoming, The Dark Crystal Movie Adaptation
and Conan of the Isles. VG to FN+ range.

Marvel Comics Early Graphic Novel Lot of (5)167

8 comics with 3-D lenticular covers. You get all pictured.  NM
condition.

Marvel Legacy Lenticular 3-D Variant Cover Lot168

A variety of Elvis Presley themed items including calendars,
lighters, photos and more. Items vary in condition from nice to
good. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Elvis Presley Assorted Item Lot168a

A working Lemax Spooky Town Halloween village house of The
Ghoulish Gourd which was produced in 2020 and measures
approximately 9.92" x 10.04" x 6.50".This item is in overall
excellent condition, however, the packaging does exhibit signs of
moderate storage wear as scuffing and slight denting is present
along the edges and corners of the box. Additionally, there are a
few tears, as seen on the back and front faces. See pictures for
further condition details.

Lemax Spooky Town The Ghoulish Gourd Pub & Grill169

14 issues from 1966. Lot includes covers with  Adam West as
Batman, Sean Connery, Louie Armstrong, Elizabeth Taylor, and
International issue from March of 1966 and more. Overall they
appear in Good/VG condition with varied wear as pictured.

Life Magazine 1966 Lot of 14 Sean Connery/Batman170

1st print. 2007. Collects Avengers #115 and Defenders #8-11. Full
color. NM condition.

Avengers Defenders War Premiere Ed. Hardcover171

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot172

Limited to 1550 copies! Marvel Masterworks Deluxe Library Edition
Variant HC. 1st Edition Volume 62 - 1st printing. "FANTASTIC
FOUR" Collects Fantastic Four (1961-1996 1st Series) #94-104.
Written by STAN LEE. Art by JACK KIRBY & JOHN ROMITA.
Cover by JACK KIRBY. Introduction by Stan Lee. Includes Articles
by John Morrow, Dick Ayers, Joe Sinnott, Roy Thomas, Mark
Evanier and Greg Theakston. Certifiably the World's Greatest
Comic Collaboration, the Stan Lee/Jack Kirby Fantastic Four run
stands as one of the high-water marks in the history of the medium.
The ten titanic years on the title laid the very foundation of the
Marvel Universe, and birthed more amazing concepts and creative
characters than perhaps any series before or since. In this

Marvel Masterworks Vol. 62 Fantastic Four Variant173
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LOT #
Masterworks volume, we celebrate the entire Lee/Kirby run with
essays by critics, creators and luminaries in the field of comics. But
it just ain't waxing nostalgic, True Believer! This is a Marvel comic,
after all! Expect plenty of explosive action and family drama
a-go-go as the FF build up to their 100th issue featuring everyone
from Doc Doom to Dragon Man! They'll also help mankind take one
giant leap when the Kree's robot Sentry tries to stop the Apollo 11
moon landing! Just for good measure, this includes the uncanny
Inhumans and Attilan, and the whole shebang comes to a head
when the mutant menace, Magneto, teams up with Namor in a bid
to conquer the world-Nixon is not pleased! Hardcover, 246 pages,
full color. NM condition.

Short Box of comics from the throughout the  thirtyish years Image
Comics has been around in a Walking Dead-themed box! Graphic
box is used. Wear, including missing flaps or tape repairs as well
as cosmetic scratches, may be present. Precise quantity not
counted and can vary based comic thickness, being
bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more information. Comics are
overall VF to NM, with some grading lower. You get all pictured.

Image  Comics Short Box174

Four insert and half sheet movie posters from the 1940s-50s.
Overall, posters are in nice shape but do exhibit moderate to heavy
wear such as edge wear, tears, creases, writing, tack holes, and
portions of staining. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage 1940s/50s/60s Half Sheet & Insert Film Pos174a

Local Comic Shop Day foil variant cover. NM condition.
Batman: The Dark Knight Returns #1/Foil Variant175

Vintage Darth Vader and Death Squad Commander figures with an
original Tie-Fighter. The Tie-Fighter is not working. The figures are
in good shape with light to moderate playwear. The previous owner
has stapled Darth Vader's cape.

Star Wars Darth Vader/Tie-Fighter/Commander176

Titanium series figurine, paperweight, bobblehead and more! You
get all pictured. Items are in sealed packages and/or are in new
condition..

Spider-Man Collectibles/Toy Lot177

Marvel Masterworks Deluxe Library Edition. Variant HC. Limited to
1,740 copies. Volume 86 - 1st printing. "AMAZING SPIDER-MAN!"
Collects AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (Vol. 1) #78-87. Written by
STAN LEE. Art by JOHN ROMITA, SR., JOHN BUSCEMA, and
JIM MOONEY. Cover by JOHN ROMITA, SR. Introduction by John
Romita, Sr. Well tickle my webs and call it time for another offering
of the greatest, friendliest, webslingingest super hero of all - the
Amazing Spider-Man! The adventures Stan 'The Man' and the
Jazzy One, John Romita, have in store for you in this ten-spot of
tales are enough to make even ol' J. Jonah Jameson fall in love
with Spidey. Well, maybe not, but that means you've no

Marvel Masterworks Vol. 86 Amazing Spider-Man178

LOT #
competition for a date with the likes of the Prowler in his first
appearance; the beautiful Black Widow seen for the first time in her
sultry new spy gear; an underworld family in-fight between the
Kingpin and the Schemer including Vanessa Fisk's entree into
Marveldom; and the Chameleon, Electro and the Kangaroo, a poor
assemblage that's always a bridesmaid and never a bride. It's not
just the most colorful array of villains in comics, of course! There's
melodrama aplenty in the fashion that could only befit poor Peter
Parker. See how Mr. Luckless himself handles not only the loss of
his powers and glowing Gwen's fear of Spidey, but how he wiggles
his way out of revealing his identity right before Gwen, MJ, and the
gang's very eyes! Hardcover, 240 pages, full color. NM condition.

Fifteen antique issues of Scribner Monthly Magazine from the late
1800's to the early 1900's. Overall, magazines appear in nice to
good condition with varying degrees of wear. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

Scribner Monthly Antique Magazine Lot (15)179

Marvel Masterworks Deluxe Library Edition Variant HC. 1st Edition
- Volume 103 - 1st printing. "FANTASTIC FOUR!" Collects
Fantastic Four (1961-1996 1st Series) #105-116. Written by STAN
LEE and ARCHIE GOODWIN. Art by JOHN BUSCEMA, JOHN
ROMITA, SR., and JACK KIRBY. Cover by JOHN BUSCEMA.
Introduction by Jon B. Cooke. The World's Greatest Comic
Magazine marches forward with a new great artist, Big John
Buscema, and the same great man - Stan "The Man" Lee - in A
fresh set of epic adventures as only mighty Marvel can make 'em! It
all begins when Johnny Storm's ladylove, Crystal, must leave the
polluted human world for the Inhumans' sanctuary, but within her
lies the secret solution to freeing the Thing from his rocky prison.
Then, as Benjamin Grimm emerges with the power to change into
the Thing at will, Reed Richards must descend into the dark of the
Negative Zone to face entropic Annihilus and the mysterious
Janus, the Nega-Man. But what good is controlling your powers,
when you're losing control of your mind? The Thing goes on a
rampage and New York City better look out because it can only
end in the biggest, the baddest, the best fist-pounding,
building-toppling, earth-shaking slobbernocker in Marvel history!
The ever-lovin', blue-eyed Thing goes toe-to-toe with the
gamma-powered goliath, the Incredible Hulk, and only one will walk
out alive. That's not all, though! Before the FF collect themselves,
the all-powerful Over-Mind descends on the planet Earth - and you
know it ain't gonna be good for real-estate values when the
Watcher shows up, too. It's a menace so great that even the evil
Doctor Doom joins forces with the FF. 272 pages, full color.
NM-/NM condition.

Marvel Masterworks Vol. 103 Fantastic Four Variant180
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LOT #

Two sci-fi posters, including an one sheet poster for the 1982 film,
"Forbidden World" and one poster of Jim Steranko's Talon. Both
posters have been folded and are in overall nice shape but do have
signs of moderate general wear such as: edge wear, writing, and
fold wear. See pictures for further condition details.

Forbidden World 1982 & "Talon" Steranko Sci-Fi Pos180a

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot181

Lot includes a postcard book from 1977, 6 sets of Spock and Kirk
glow-in-the-dark stickers, 2 books and an Uhura postcard.

Star Trek Collectibles Lot182

29 issues from 1967-1969.Included are many space race era
issues as well as  covers with Mia Farrow, Robert Kennedy, Johnny
Cash as well as the issue after Woodstock, and Special Issues for
the Kennedy's and Picasso. Overall they appear in Good/VG
condition with varied wear as pictured.

Life Magazine (1967-1969) Lot of (29)183

15 comics from various series. You get all pictured. VG- to FN
range.

Marvel Comics Bronze Age Comic Lot184

Deluxe Library Edition Variant hardcover with dust jacket. Volume
100 - 1st printing. "Defenders!" Collects Sub-Mariner (1968-1974
1st Series) #34-35, Marvel Feature (1971-1973 1st Series) #1-3
and Defenders (1972-1986 1st Series) #1-6. Cover by Neal Adams.
NM condition.

Marvel Masterworks Vol. 100 (Defenders) Variant HC185

A wide variety of assorted stamps from various series and years.
Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition detail.

Assorted Stamp Lot186

Seven folded one sheet film posters covering the comedy genre
from various years. Specific conditions may vary from poster to
poster, but overall each poster exhibits signs of moderate to heavy
general wear, such as: edge wear, tack holes, fold wear and or fold
separation, and portions of writing present on the back of the
posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage Comedy Related One Sheet Poster Lot of (7)186a

Marvel Masterworks Deluxe Library Edition. Variant HC. Limited to
1,615 copies. Volume 101 - 1st printing. "AMAZING
SPIDER-MAN!" Collects AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963-1998 1ST
SERIES) #88-99. Written by STAN LEE. Art by JOHN ROMITA
and GIL KANE. Cover by GIL KANE. Introduction by Stan Lee.
Prepare yourself for a collection of no-holds-barred Spider-Man
classics that defined comicdom's favorite super hero unlike any
other! Starting off with the return of one of Spidey's oldest foes,
Doctor Octopus, the two archenemies set into motion a

Marvel Masterworks Vol. 101 Amazing Spider-Man187

LOT #
gut-wrenching series of events leading to the death of Captain
George Stacy. Ally to Spider-Man and father to Peter Parker's
ladylove, Gwen, Captain Stacy's death marks Spidey for murder
and pits the entire city against him. Now with hero, villain and even
the man-on-the-street after him, there's no moment for rest for the
ol' web-slinger as he wriggles his way through threats from the
X-Men's Iceman to the politicking Sam Bullit and former friend the
Prowler. And it all leads into one of the landmark moments of
Marvel history, the Comics Code defying "drug" issues. There's no
question Stan Lee's Marvel Comics strove for a relevance that the
competition could only dream of - and with AMAZING
SPIDER-MAN #96-98, that mission was placed front and center:
Peter Parker's best friend, Harry Osborn, was revealed to be a drug
addict. Letting a battle with Spidey's nemesis, the Green Goblin,
take a back seat to the personal drama that scourged the real-life
streets of the reader's world, the Lee/Kane/Romita team set a new
standard for the mainstream's relevance. Stan Lee pens some of
his greatest scripts, chock full of edge-of-your-seat drama and
up-to-the-moment politics, while the incomparable artistic team-up
of John Romita and Gil Kane launches into the most lavishly
illustrated and panel-bursting artwork to ever grace the pages of a
Marvel comic. There's no denying it, True Believer, these are
Masterworks one and all! Hardcover, 256 pages, full color.
NM-/NM condition.

The Art of Spider-Man Classic, Mr. Potato Head, Puzzle and Might
Beans with Tin and more. You get all pictured. All items are in new
condition.

Spider-Man Collectibles/Toy Lot188

4 vintage figures with weapons. Overall nice shape with some
varied playwear as pictured.

Star Wars Vintage Boba Fett + (3) Stormtroopers189

Marvel Masterworks Deluxe Library Edition Variant HC. 1st Edition
(4th printing) Volume 62 - Collects The Uncanny X-Men (1963-2011
1st Series) #1-10. Written by Stan Lee. Art and cover by Jack
Kirby. Introduction by Stan Lee. The origin of the team that
spawned a movie franchise! Telepathic teacher Charles Xavier
assembles his first recruits - Cyclops, Angel, Iceman, Beast and
Marvel Girl - and trains them to use their unique genetic gifts for
the betterment of mankind! Hardcover, 240 pages, full color. NM
condition fourth printing.

Marvel Masterworks Vol. 3 X-Men #1-10 Variant190

#26 is the first solo headlining Hercules feature, #48 is the first solo
story featuring the Falcon and #55 is the first solo story featuring
Wonder Man. NM-/NM condition.

Marvel Premiere #26 + #49 + #55/Key 1st Solos!191

Rare package figure and horse set from the 1995 movie. Made by
Street Players. Nice shape with little shelf wear.

The Phantom Figure & Horse Set/Rare 1995192
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LOT #

An assortment of seven folded promotional poster and one sheet
film posters. Specific conditions may vary from poster to poster, but
overall each poster exhibits signs of moderate to heavy general
wear, such as: edge wear, tack holes, fold wear and or fold
separation, and portions of writing present on the back of the
posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage Assorted Film Promotional & One Sheet Post192a

DC begins publishing Shazam after licensing the Captain Marvel
character from Fawcett who they had successfully sued 20 years
earlier for copyright infringement due to the character's similarities
to Superman. 1st appearance of Captain Marvel, Captain Marvel
Jr. and Mary Marvel since the Golden Age. VG+ to FN- range.

Shazam #1 (1973) DC Comics193

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot194

Small box of mostly Marvel and DC comics. Most are Modern Age.
You get all pictured. Condition is overall VF/NM.

Marvel/DC Comic Book Box Lot195

32 issues from 1970 to 1972. Covers include: Angela Davis,
Muhammad Ali, Paul McCartney, David Cassidy, John Wayne,
Marlin Brando, Marilyn Monroe and more. Overall they appear in
Good/VG condition with varied wear as pictured.

Life Magazine (1970-72) Lot of (32)196

Short Box of comics starring characters like Green Lantern, Hawk
& Dove, Captain Atom, and more! Precise quantity not counted and
can vary based comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See
photos for more information. Comics are mostly modern and in the
VF to NM range, but there may be some specimens from the Silver
and Bronze Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May
include some duplicates. You get all pictured.

DC Comics Short Box197

Highlights include Avengers #38 (first meeting of Hercules and the
Avengers), Tales to Astonish #60 (Hulk stories begin with a reprint
of The Incredible Hulk #6) and more. Most comics are coverless,
but we have included a few different front covers. Issues with
covers are Fair.

Marvel Silver/Bronze Age Lot of (24) w/Keys198

Four folded half and one sheet posters for the 1962 film "Convicts
4". Specific conditions may vary from poster to poster, but overall
each poster exhibits signs of moderate general wear, such as:
edge wear, tack holes, fold wear and or fold separation, and
portions of writing present on the back of the posters. See pictures
for further condition details.

Convicts 4 1962 One Sheet & Half Sheet Poster Lot198a

LOT #

3 consecutive Silver Age issues. VG-/VG condition.
Daredevil #19/20/21 Silver Age Lot199

An assortment of magazines, brochures, articles and various
religious publications. Conditions vary. Please see photos for
further details and conditions.

Religious Publication Lot200

#43 is the first battle Daredevil vs Captain America. #48 is a
controversial cover due to the marquee behind Stilt-Man clearly
reading 'Asspain'. #49 1st appearance of Starr Saxon, later
becomes Mr. Fear then Machinesmith. Filler to GD- range.

Daredevil #43/46/48/49 Captain America!201

This lot comes with a Nanyung vintage Space Rocket Car with
lights, sound and movement. It measures about 11" long. Also
included is a wind-up retro-styled astronaut in the original box. Nice
shape!

Vintage Space Rocket Car + Retro Style Tin Toy202

25 dispensers. You get all pictured. Overall great shape.
Pez Dispenser Looney Tunes/Muppets Lot203

8 comics from Charlton. Hollywood Romances and I Love You.
Hollywood Romances #46 (1966) has photo headshots of The
Rolling Stones on the cover, two-page band biography inside. Filler
to VG range.

Silver Age Romance Comics Lot/Rolling Stones204

Seven folded one sheet film posters covering the rom-com genre
from various years. Specific conditions may vary from poster to
poster, but overall each poster exhibits signs of moderate general
wear, such as: edge wear, tack holes, fold wear and or fold
separation, and portions of writing present on the back of the
posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage Rom-Com Related One Sheet Poster Lot of (7204a

10 comics with lenticular (flicker) covers. You get all pictured. NM
condition.

Marvel Legacy 3-D/Lenticular Cover Variant Lot205

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot206

Hulk's first use of the words 'Hulk Smash' as a standalone phrase
is in issue #88. GD to VG- overall.

Tales to Astonish #85/86/87/88 Hulk Smash!207

Short Box of comics from publishers like DC, Marvel, Image, and
more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

Comics Short Box of Joy208
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LOT #

40 paperbacks and more. You get all pictured. Overall they appear
to be in nice shape with some varied shelf wear as pictured.

DragonLance TSR Paperback + More Lot209

3 Silver Age issues. Appearances by the Mr. Hyde and the Beetle.
Sharpie, creasing, spinal wear, and other defects. VG- to VG
overall.

Daredevil #32/33/34 Silver Age Lot210

An assortment of vintage cigar box labels that includes Clubhouse,
Las Amantes, Record Bond, and more. Overall all labels range
from good to great condition, with general wear being creases,
minor tears and edge abrasion. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

Vintage Cigar Box Labels210a

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot211

20 comics. You get all pictured. Adventure Comics, Action Comics,
Superman and more! Includes some key issues including the 1st
appearance of Parasite (poster insert is missing)! Some as high as
NM-, but most in the Filler to VG- range.

Superman + Related Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot212

Silver Age reprints of classic Marvel comics. Filler to VG range.
Marvel Collectors' Item Classic #10-15 (1967)213

21 dispensers and a Yoda bobblehead. You get all pictured.
Overall great shape.

Pez Dispenser Star Wars Lot + Bobblehead214

8" mega style figure. Limited to only 500 ever made! Made by
Classic TV toys for Back to the Past! New in sealed package.

Herman Munster Cowboy Outfit Exclusive Figure215

#31 is the 1st appearance of Woodgod. #33 is the 1st appearance
of Solomon Kane in color and #35 is the 1st appearance and origin
of 3-D Man, Charles Chandler. VG to VF range.

Marvel Premiere #30/31/32/33/34/35216

Eighteen lobby cards from the 1969 film, "Angel, Angel, Down We
Go" and 1967 film, "Those Fantastic Flying Fools". Contains
duplicate cards. Overall, each card is in nice shape but does exhibit
a variety of display wear. See pictures for further condition details.

Angel, Angel, Down We Go 1969 & Those Fantastic Fl216a

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot217

18 comics. Includes X-Men Forever #1-6, and (3) 4 part Icon series
including Rogue, Nightcrawler and Cyclops. NM condition.

X-Men Mini-Series Comic Lot218

LOT #

20 comics. Various titles. You get all pictured. VG- to VF+/NM
range.

Marvel Comics/Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot219

Full  short box of comics from publishers like Marvel, DC, Dark
Horse, and more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based
comic thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics range from Bronze to Modern Ages and from
GD- on up to NM. Includes overstock and duplicates. You get all
pictured.

Short Box Grab Bag220

Includes #31,33,35-40 and 42. #31 is the 1st appearance of
Pavane, a female mercenary hired to kill Shang-Chi. #33 is the 1st
appearance of Mordillo, an assassin and brilliant engineer of killer
robots and the 1st appearance of Leiko Wu, an agent of MI-6. #37
is the 1st appearance of Darkstrider. #38 is the 1st appearance of
the Cat. #40 is the 1st appearance of James Larner, becomes
Shockwave in issue #42. VG- to VG+ range.

Master of Kung-Fu Shang-Chi Bronze Age Lot of (9)221

39 paperbacks, 1 hardcover and more. You get all pictured. Overall
they appear to be in nice shape with some varied shelf wear as
pictured.

DragonLance TSR Paperback + More Lot222

Eight pieces of film memorabilia, from lobby cards to promotional
posters. Includes "Indiana Jones: The Raiders of the Lost Ark",
"Blade Runner", "Planet of the Apes", "The Rocky Horror Picture
Show", and more! Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Film Lobby Card/Promo Poster & More Variety Lot of222a

A 1937 movie magazine of Jean Harlow's Life Story by Louell O.
Parsons. Magazine has completely loose front and back covers,
brown brittle pages, and some cover creasing. Appears GD-
condition, but is filler.

Jean Harlow's Life Story 1937 | Parsons223

15 copies that reprint the first appearance of Superman in Treasury
sized format.

Action Comics #1 (x15)/Famous 1st Edition224

In issue #44, Dick Grayson becomes Nightwing, formerly Robin.
#57 is the 1st full appearance and cover of Jinx, a magic-wielding
enemy of the Titans. NM-/NM condition.

Tales of the Teen Titans #41-58/1st Nightwing225

54 dispensers. Sports, Asterix, cereal premiums, and more. You
get all pictured. Overall great shape.

Pez Dispenser Lot of (54)!226

9 issues. Batman and Detective Comics. You get all pictured. Filler
to FN range.

Batman Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot227
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LOT #

3 vintage figures. Nice shape with some light playwear. This comes
with 2 original weapons as pictured.

Star Wars Han Solo + Princess Leia + Chewbacca228

Eight folded one sheet film posters covering the comedy genre
from various years. Specific conditions may vary from poster to
poster, but overall each poster exhibits signs of moderate to heavy
general wear, such as: edge wear, tack holes, fold wear and or fold
separation, and portions of writing present on the back of the
posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage Comedy Related One Sheet Poster Lot of (8)228a

#80 is the 2nd appearance of Tyrannus. #81 is the 1st appearance
of Boomerang. GD+ to VG- overall.

Tales to Astonish #80/81/83/84 1st Boomerang!229

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot230

#9 has cover art by Wally Wood. #10 is the 1st team appearance
of the Ani-Men: Cat, Frog, Bird, Ape. Fair- to GD+ range.

Daredevil #9/10/11 Silver Age Lot231

Two graphic-wrapped comic book short boxes, both themed on
Mighty Morphin Power Rangers. Graphics feature the fan-favorite
variant cover portraits of the original seven rangers (Red. Blue,
Black, Yellow, Pink, Green, and White) plus comics-original villain
Lord Drakkon. You get all pictured. Graphic box is used. Wear,
including missing flaps or tape repairs as well as cosmetic
scratches, may be present

Power Rangers Graphic Boxes Lot of (2)232

First team-up of the Human Torch and Spider-Man.  Filler copy.
Strange Tales Annual #2 (1963) Key Spider-Man233

Annual #5 is the first Silver Surfer solo story and the 1st
appearance of Psycho-Man. #7 is the origin of Dr. Doom. Filler to
VG-/VG range.

Fantastic Four Annual #3/7/8/10 Keys234

Three folded one sheet film posters from the 1950s and 60s.
Overall, each poster exhibits signs of moderate to heavy general
wear, such as: edge wear, tears, tack holes, fold wear and or fold
separation, and portions of writing present on the back of the
posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Las Vegas Shakedown 1955/From the Terrace 1960/The234a

Dell SF/Fantasy 8 paperback set. Overall appears nice with some
varied cover wear as pictured.

1970s Jandar of Callisto 8 Paperback Set/Lin Carte235

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot236

LOT #

Lot includes #134,140,143,146 and Annual #2. #134 is the 1st
appearance of the High Evolutionary. #140 is the 1st appearance
of the Growing Man. #143 is the 1st team appearance of The
Enchanters Three and the 1st appearance of the Living Talisman.
Fair to GD+ range.

Thor Silver Age Lot of (5)/Keys! 1st High Evolutio237

Game is complete. Board and player pieces have light play wear.
Cards and dice are in excellent condition. Box has moderate shelf
wear as pictured.

Charlie's Angels Board Game 1977238

In issue #45, Hercules joins the Avengers. GD+/VG- condition with
brittle pages and foxing.

Avengers #39/42/45 Hercules Joins!239

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot240

An assortment of seven folded one sheet film posters. Specific
conditions may vary from poster to poster, but overall each poster
exhibits signs of moderate to heavy general wear, such as: edge
wear, tack holes, fold wear and or fold separation, and portions of
writing present on the back of the posters. See pictures for further
condition details.

Vintage Assorted Film One Sheet Poster Lot of (7)240a

1/24 scale model. Unbuilt in original box. The box has some
moderate shelf wear as pictured.

Chevy Street Van 1977 Model Kit/Monogram241

All 18 issues from the 1993 series. NM condition.
Doctor Mirage #1-18 Complete/Valiant242

#3 is the first U.S. reprint of the first appearance of Doctor Strange
from Strange Tales #110. Filler to VG- range.

Marvel Collectors' Item Classic #1/2/3/4 Key243

Short Box of comics from the modern era, covering a variety of
publishers. The only uniting factor is that there are about three or
more copies per issue. It's all duplicates, baby! Precise quantity not
counted and can vary based comic thickness, being
bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more information.  You get all
pictured.

B2P Overstock Comics Box244

Most are Bronze Age Marvel comics. 10 issues from various series.
GD+ to FN+ range.

Marvel/DC Bronze Age Comic Lot of 10245

Fifteen issues of Rolling Stone Magazine from the years 1979 to
1986, featuring covers of Robin Williams and Bruce Springsteen.
Overall, magazines appear in nice to good condition with varying
degrees of wear. Please see photos for further details and
conditions.

Vintage Rolling Stone Magazine Lot (15)246
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LOT #

A folded banner poster of The Beatles from 1964. Measures
roughly 52 1/2" x 18 3/4". Overall, the poster presents well but does
have heavy wear, particularly edge wear, fold wear and the left
fourth of the poster has detached itself from the fold. See pictures
for further condition details.

The Beatles 1964 Dell Publishing Banner Poster Lot246a

3 covers. All are illustrated by Jim Lee. NM condition.
X-Men #1 (1991) 3 Different Covers/Jim Lee247

30 plastic coins and parts of the Space Coin Capsule Holders. The
coins are in nice shape with little wear.

1960s Krun-Chee Space Coin Capsule Lot248

Complete 5 issue Iron Man series.  NM condition.
Armor Wars #1-5 Secret Wars/Marvel249

28 consecutive issues. This was the first Marvel title to reach 500
issues. NM condition.

Fantastic Four #497-524250

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot251

Lot of (23) vintage transfers. NOS from a now-defunct screen
printing shop. A variety of illustrations and texts. You get all
pictured.

Vintage Iron-On Transfers Lot252

A variety of Elvis Presley themed publications such as magazines,
biographies, catalogs and more. Publications vary in condition from
nice to good. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Elvis Presley Assorted Publication Lot252a

50 comics from various Marvel series. You get all pictured. NM
condition.

Marvel Copper to Modern Comic Lot253

4 vintage figures with light to moderate playwear as pictured.
Star Wars R2-D2/C-3PO/Power Droid/R5-D4 Figures254

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot255

Green Goblin vs. Spider-Man salt and pepper shakers, Spider-Man
2 handheld video game and a sealed collector tin with candies (not
recommended for eating as this is at least a decade old) and more.
You get all pictured.

Spider-Man Collectibles/Toy Lot256

20 comics. Various titles from Dell, Charlton and others. You get all
pictured. A couple grade as high as NM-, GD to VG+ overall.

Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot257

LOT #

Ventriloquist Dummy and Marionette/Figure. Moderate wear as
pictured.

Vintage Charlie Chaplin/McCarthy Dolls/Toys258

Seven folded one sheet film posters covering the comedy genre
from various years. Specific conditions may vary from poster to
poster, but overall each poster exhibits signs of moderate to heavy
general wear, such as: edge wear, tack holes, fold wear and or fold
separation, and portions of writing present on the back of the
posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage Comedy Related One Sheet Poster Lot of (7)258a

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot259

Short Box of comics from publishers like DC, Marvel, Image, and
more! Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are overall VF to NM, with some grading
lower. You get all pictured.

Comics Short Box of Joy260

This lot has vintage die-cast vehicles from Corgi, Matchbox and
more. You get all pictured. Overall they appear in nice shape with
light to moderate playwear.

Vintage Die-Cast Vehicle Lot Corgi/Matchbox More261

The February 1950, premier first issue of Flair Magazine. Magazine
shows heavy spinal creasing and wear with tape repairs. Few
pages are loose. GD- to fair condition.

Flair Magazine Premier Issue 1950262

Three WWE related shirts. The Royal Rumble shirt is sized as a
2XL while the other two have missing tags. Conditions vary. See
pictures for further condition details.

WWE Wrestling/Related T-Shirt Lot263

20 comics. Various titles. You get all pictured. A couple grade as
high as NM-, GD to VG+ overall.

Marvel Comics/Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot264

Two one sheet posters for the 39th Annual Academy Awards Show
from 1967 and the 52nd Annual Academy Awards show from 1980.
Both posters are folded and are in overall nice shape but do have
general wear such as tack holes, edge wear, and fold wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

39th & 52nd Annual Academy Awards Show One Sheet P264a

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot265

57 comics. #11 (x2) is the 1st full appearance and cover of
Batwoman, Kate Kane, #12 is the 1st appearance of the second
Isis, becomes Black Adam's wife and part of the Black Marvel

52 (DC) #1-52 + World War #1-4 w/Keys266
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LOT #
Family. NM condition.

This lot comes with 2 figures, 2 horses and a slew of accessories.
You get all pictured. Varied playwear.

Vintage Marx Johnnie West/Geronimo + More Lot267

A variety of maps and prints which come in various sizes.
Conditions vary. See pictures for further condition details.

Assorted Maps & Print Lot268

Short Box of comics starring DC's iconic Man of Steel, as well as
some of his family and friends (Superboy, Jimmy Olsen, etc.).
Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic thickness,
being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more information.
Comics are mostly modern and in the VF to NM range, but there
may be some specimens from the Silver and Bronze Ages. Older
comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May include some duplicates.
You get all pictured.

Superman Short Box269

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot270

A variety of publications and programs pertaining to the Annual
Academy Awards Show. Includes a portrait collection of Academy
Award winners, presentation folders, and more. Conditions vary,
but overall each item appears to be in nice condition with portions
of storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

Academy Awards Show/Oscar Related Programs & Publi270a

10 comics. Various titles. You get all pictured. Fair to VF range.
DC Comics/Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot271

A collection of six WWF items including two Undertaker t-shirts, a
Jim Eppler "Undertaker" die cast car, and three Pontiac Firebird
Funny Cars for wrestlers Undertaker, Stone Cold Steve Austin and
Kane. Both Undertaker shirts are sized X-Large and are used but in
good condition with no rips or stains. Undertaker die-cast car is
approximately 9 1/2" in length and the three Firebirds are 5 1/4".
Undertaker is in great condition, without box and shows little
storage wear. Firebirds come in their own individual cases that
measure 6 1/2"x 3 1/4" x 3 1/2", and show little to no storage wear.
Please see photos for further details and conditions. You get all
photographed.

WWF Wrestling Assorted Collectibles Lot of (6)272

Includes #147,149,151,154,158,162,168,169 and 170. VG+ to VF
range.

Fantastic Four Bronze Age Group of (9) #147-170273

This lot has vintage die-cast vehicles from Corgi, Matchbox and
more. You get all pictured. Overall they appear in nice shape with
light to moderate playwear.

Vintage Die-Cast Vehicle Lot Corgi/Matchbox More274

LOT #

Lot includes Shazam C-21 (x2), Action Comics #1 (Famous 1st
Edition) (x4) and The Bible (x3).

DC Treasury Edition Lot of (9)275

Twenty-four issues of Ms. a feminist magazine from the 1970's.
Magazines appear in nice to good condition with varying degrees of
wear including tears, loose covers, spinal creasing and edge
abrasion. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Ms. Feminist Magazine Lot (24)276

Tribute publications and Award of Achievement certificates from
the Motion Picture Herald dedicated to Joe Pasternak, who was
determined to be "A Champion All-time Producer" for 1960-1961
and of All-Time. Each item is in overall great shape but does have
various portions of general storage wear and the tributes do have
portions of writing on them. See pictures for further condition
details.

Joe Pasternak 1960s Motion Picture Herald Certific276a

She-Hulk, Dazzler, Iron Man 2020 and more. You get all pictured.
VF+ to NM overall.

Marvel Comics Early Graphic Novel Lot of (8)277

#737 is the 3rd appearance of Harley Quinn in the main DC comic
book storytelling universe. Overall VF to NM, most are NM.

Detective Comics #725-749/Early Harley Quinn278

September 11th, 2001 tribute issue depicting various Marvel teams
and characters working alongside emergency services as New York
native, Spider-Man narrates the experience. NM condition.

Amazing Spider-Man #36/9-11 Tribute Issue279

4 vintage figures. The Tusken Raider and 2 Jawas come with
capes and weapons. One of the Jawas does not come with a
blaster or cape. Nice shape.

Star Wars Tusken Raider + Jawas Figure Lot280

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot281

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot282

A variety of publications and programs pertaining to the Annual
Academy Awards Show. Includes a Club Oscar: Special
Membership Card for Barbara Hershey, membership lists, and
more. Conditions vary, but overall each item appears to be in nice
condition with portions of storage wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

Academy Awards Show/Oscar Related Programs & Publi282a

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot283
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LOT #

Short Box of comics from the venerable House of Ideas in a
Champions themed box! Graphic box is used. Wear, including
missing flaps or tape repairs as well as cosmetic scratches, may be
present. Precise quantity not counted and can vary based comic
thickness, being bagged/boarded, etc. See photos for more
information. Comics are mostly modern and in the VF to NM range,
but there may be some specimens from the Silver and Bronze
Ages. Older comics are in the GD- to FN+ range. May include
some duplicates. You get all pictured.

Marvel Comics Short Box284

Satan magazine issue #1 from 1957 featuring a cover of Judy
O'Day, Tina Louise pictorial, and other erotic stories. Magazine has
spinal wear as well as minor corner creases. VG- condition.

Satan Magazine #1 | Judy O'Day285

#1 is the 1st partial team appearance and origin of The Eternals
and The Deviants. 1st appearance of Ikaris, Kro, Brother Tode and
Margo Damian. #3 is the 1st appearance of Sersi. The rest contain
many other first appearances and/or notable events. VF to NM
overall.

The Eternals #1/3/5/6/7/9/10/11/12/13/18286

This lot contains the original box, 24 cardboard character tokens, 8
character cards with bios, Campaign Book, The Breeder Bombs
and Day of the Octopus adventure books, a ten-sided die, 2 maps,
and the  Battle Book. Overall nice shape with little shelf wear.

Marvel Super Heroes 1984 TSR Role Playing Game287

6 figures. Includes 3 exclusives! You get all pictured. New in sealed
packages.

Star Wars Mighty Muggs Figures Lot w/Exclusives288

Four Frank Frazetta prints, all of which are sketches of Conan the
Barbarian. Prints measure roughly 15 1/4"x 11" and are on a woven
textured paper stock. See pictures for further condition details.

Frank Frazetta Conan the Barbarian Print Lot288a

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot289

Included is a Black Panther Funko Pop (#273 Limited Chase
Edition), 3 Maisto die-cast vehicles, Wolverine Mr. Potato Head,
Wolverine Metals Die-Cast Lootcrate exclusive, Marvel Legends
Wolverine (Warlock BAF series) and a Wolverine digital clock. All
items are new in sealed packages. The clock works, but may need
new batteries.

Marvel Comics Toy/Collectibles Box Lot290

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot291

LOT #

X-Men #83 reprints issue #35 (1st appearance of Changeling), #86
reprints #38 (the issue in which origin back-up stories begin
featuring the X-Men and the creation of the team) and #90 reprints
#42 (death of Changeling). GD+ to VG overall.

X-Men #83/86/90 (1970s) Bronze Age Lot292

1999. Episode I. This nearly 3 foot long Starship comes with
everything pictured and still works! Batteries not included.

Star Wars Naboo Royal Starship Cruiser293

9 comics! #1 is the first ongoing Black Panther solo title and
features the 1st team appearance of the Collectors: Abner Little
and Princess Zanda. NM-/NM overall.

Black Panther #1 (x3) #3 (x3) #4 (x3)294

A complete set of eight 11"x14" lobby cards, which includes #1-8.
Overall, these lobby cards present themselves to be in great shape,
however, each card has general wear such as edge wear and has a
roughly inch long hole present on the lower middle portion. See
pictures for further condition details.

Planet of the Vampires 1965 Cult B-Movie Lobby Car294a

Boxed figure set. Figures are new in sealed package. Packaging
has light to moderate shelf wear.

WWE Hall of Fame Heenan Family Figure Set295

A variety of books. Conditions vary. See pictures for further
condition details.

Assorted Book Lot296

3 figures, a trash compactor, cardboard diorama piece and the
original carrying case! Overall nice shape with some wear as
pictured.

Vintage Star Wars Figures/Accessories Lot297

2nd appearance of Howard the Duck. First Man-Thing solo title.
VF/VF+ condition.

Man-Thing #1 (1974)/Key!298

1st appearance of Spider-Man's black costume. Cover art inspired
by Amazing Fantasy #15. NM condition.

Amazing Spider-Man #252/Key/1st Black Costume!299

Vintage Mego figures with the Green Arrow Car vehicle. The
figures have good joints. Some playwear as pictured.

Mego Green Arrow/Aquaman Green Arrow Car300

#1 (NM condition) is the 1st appearance of Dream, Unity Kincaid,
Roderick Burgess and Ethel Cripps. #4 (NM condition) is the 1st
appearance of Lucifer Morningstar. Many more first appearances
and key events happen in the other issues. Overall NM-/NM.

Sandman #1/3-7/9-12 Keys! DC/Vertigo301

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.

http://www.proxibid.com/b2pcollect!

